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Baba Bhalku
Year of Birth-1820

From the Desk of Divisional Railway Manager

Putting the rails on arduous slopes of Shivalik hills that too in hostile terrains, more than 100 years ago, truly Kalka Shimla Railway line is
the finest example of Greatest Narrow Gauge Engineering skills. Baba Bhalku is one of those, who contributed during the construction of this line.
It is said that whenever this project of Kalka-Shimla Railway line hit the road block, he came to the rescue of British Engineers.
In commemoration to the services provided by Baba Bhalku during the construction of this line, Railway has named the museum at Shimla
as Baba Bhalku Rail Museum, giving a rich tribute to him. This museum contains rare artificats of bygone Era of this section. Each artifact of this
museum reveals the story of this heritage section in its own way.
This is a small effort to bring all of you closer to the heritage of Kalka-Shimla Railway, give a glimpse of the past of UNESCO declared
World Heritage Rail section and narrate an eternal story, written with tools and courage in 1903 on rough and hostile terrains, named KalkaShimla Railway Line.

Dinesh C. Sharma
Divisional Railway Manager,
Northern Railway, Ambala Division.

BABA BHALKU RAIL MUSEUM
SHIMLA
BABA BHALKU RAIL MUSEUM-SHIMLA, your gateway to timeless existence, an eternal story, written in 1903 not with pen on paper
rather with tool and courage on rough and hostile terrains, named KALKA SHIMLA RAILWAY LINE.
Baba Bhalku, a name so synonymous to Kalka Shimla line, that it does not need any introduction. When British surveyors and engineers
failed, a local Baba Bhalku, who believed to be blessed with some super natural powers, helped them in laying down this track. This track was
opened for traffic in 1903, celebrated its centenary in 2003 and conferred heritage status by UNESCO in 2008.
This museum is a befitting tribute to Baba Bhalku in dedication to his services. The museum gives you glimpse of the past of Kalka Shimla
Railway line through a collection of exteremly rare artifacts of this section, accumulated over the decades. The collection has been displayed in most
authentic manner.
Photo galleria depicts the way of life of this section. Furniture and crockery section provides a unique firsthand experience of railway
heritage and lifestyle through the ages. Technical section highlights the techniques that were practiced by the railway on this section. To give you a
feeling of the past and authenticity, miniature working model of tunnel and its repair system and many more have been dispayed in authentic
manner. How the rooms on this section were kept warm and cozy in peak winter season? What was the system prevailing for, on and off of duty
hours, lunch hours, in narrow gauge workshop at Kalka? You can get the answers to many such questions and see many, many more artifacts during
your visit to the museum.
Visit the museum not to just visit another place of Shimla, but visit other heritage time. The past of Kalka-Shimla Railway is unbelievably
fascinating and unarguably authentic. Each artifacts of the museum reveals the story of this heritage railway section in its own way. Baba Bhalku
Rail Museum promises that yor will relish your visit and the element of surprise will give you a company, every step of the way. You will then realize
that you have come across a priceless heritage that will never be remade, that will never be replicated, that will never be altered.
So come and get ready to unravel the history and saga of Kalka Shimla Railway Line and discover how Kalka Shimla Railway developed
and grew to become the “Greatest Engineering Marvel” and “Heritage Mountain Rail of India” through BABA BHALKU RAIL MUSEUM.

Curator’s Note

It is an honor and absolute pleasure working with Indian Railways to curate a catalogue of the Baba Bhalku Rail Museum Shimla,
commemorating decades of heritage accumulated by the Kalka-Shimla Railway.
This project was a unique and enriching experience for Panjab Digital Library (PDL), despite having worked on a variety of heritage
projects in the past on its long journey to digitally archive the Panjab heritage.
Curating artifacts and photographs for this catalogue was a challenging task on multiple fronts. Bringing out aesthetics of locomotives is
not very common. Additionally, selecting from comprehensive and refined collections requires tremendous qualitative and aesthetic judgment.
Still, a lot of care has been taken to develop a product which portrays artifacts that stand testimony to their engagement with the times bygone. An
attempt has been made to choose distinct pieces from the collections and present them in a holistic manner, so as to enable the viewer to access the
era of the earliest locomotives in the history of Kalka-Shimla Railway line. The artifacts also give a tinge of the Oriental tastes of the Raj. The way
these artifacts have been sourced to create this museum is a story in itself. I hope each of the selections will summon admiration of the
contemporary viewer.
I wish to acknowledge Mr. Sandeep Kulharia, Sr.DME/C & W/UMB, Heritage Officer, Ambala Division for taking an initiative on this
project, which was actively pursued by Mr. Rajesh Kumar, Chief Office Superintendent and Mr. Bhisham Mittal, Assistant Divisional Mechanical
Engineer. Mr. Rajesh would drop in at PDL office late in the evenings or very early in the mornings to accommodate his daily schedule; his
dedication to the project is praiseworthy! It would not have been possible to design and complete the catalogue in such a short time without help
from Taranpal Singh at the Panjab Digital Library. Acknowledgments are also due to many more individuals who helped meet the project deadline.
Lastly, it is my hope that this publication brings focus on the artifacts which are lying dumped in lockers and stores of different
departments, and inspires others to create new museums to further the great legacy of Panjab region in general, and Indian Railways in particular.
Davinder Pal Singh
Panjab Digital Library

Artifacts

Hand operated lever

This type of lever was used
1905 to 1993 in yards for changing the
routes for the line from junction point to that line. This
was used Approx. from 1905 to 1993 in Kalka Shimla
Railway Section. The hand operated lever is operated
by hand by moving it out from the slot of the weight.
The weight keeps the operating lever in its proper set
position and lever is connected through switch rail
through connecting rod. It is still existing in some yards.

Last Cast Iron Wheel and Axle

Last Cast iron wheel and axle
1903 to 1978 assembly of Narrow guage -1978
casted by N.G. workshop Kalka
in 1978.

Rail change hand lever (weight type)

This type of weight type
1905 to 1990 hand lever has been used at
different stations over Kalka-Shimla Railway section in yard for changing the
points of different lines available in yards. On the handle, hand lever side a
heavy weight has been provided which is fixed on slot on the lever side. This
was used Approx. from 1905 to 1990 in Kalka Shimla Railway Section.

1899 manufactured Rail initially used on KSR section

9

ABC Coupler ABC Coupler used with the Explosive Van of Narrow Gauge during the construction of Kalka-Simla Line
between 1899-1903. Such type of couplers were used with four wheeler explosive van during the construction
of this line. It is made up of wear resistance material and capable of bearing shocks and jerks for extra safety.
1899 to 1903

10

1933

1929

NWR axle box coaching stock 6”x 31/4”

This type of axle box is used for holding the axles of coaching stock i.e. coaches. After providing
1933 the axles bearing, brasses are fitted in the lugs & repacking is done with Ball & Sausages Packing
of superior cotton waste. In this axle box oiling is done after repacking. This was used Approx. from 1933 to 1954 in North West Railway.

NWR axle box goods stock 7”x 31/4”

This type of axle box is used for holding the axles of Goods Stock i.e.wagons. After providing the
1929 axles bearing, brasses are fitted in the lugs. After that conventional roll packing is done in these. This
was used Approx. from 1929 to 1954 in North West Railway.
11

This bell has been removed from the top of the main gate of Narrow Gauge Northern
1903 to 1968 Railway Mechanical workshop Kalka, situated at the north end of Kalka town. This
work shop was set up in 1903 for maintenance of railway stock of Kalka – Shimla section. The bell was
rung as an indication and to alert the workers about start and end time of their duty hours when there
were no hooters. Nowadays Electric hooters are blown at stipulated time according to working hours
of the workshops in place of this bell. This was used Approx. from 1903 to 1968.

Brass Bell

12

Loco Shed Kalka,1935

Inveram Tunnel, 1918

Barog Station,1925
13

Engraving of KSR on the brick itself proves that such type of bricks were specially manufactured for Kalka-Shimla Railway
1903 section and used in the construction during that era.

Brick
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This is a solid piece of hard iron with slots of different width existing in
1905 to 1962 it. These have been collected from different stations over Kalka Shimla
Railway, properly screwed on the table in front of ticket selling windows. The width of
slots has been kept to judge the fake or original coins. On those days Indian currency was
in takkas & Annas. The fake coins/currency with less thickness could be detected by
inserting it in the slots of different widths. These were used to ensure genuineness of
coins.This was used Approx. from 1905 to 1962 in Kalka Shimla Railway Section.

Coin Tester

Ticket punching machines

These machines have been collected from different
1903 to 1998 stations over Kalka Shimla Railway. Two-three are
still in working orders. This was used approx. from 1903 to 1998 in Kalka Shimla Railway
Section. These were used to punch the date on the tickets before the ticket was sold to the
traveling passenger with complete date/ month & year. It was done so that passenger may
not misuse the ticket on some other day. Nowadays UTS (Unreserved Ticketing System)
have been provided over all stations over Kalka Shimla Railway.
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Wooden Emblems

These wooden patterns were used for the
1913 to 1976 casting of Emblems. Beautiful patterns carved
on wood have been collected from N.G Workshop Kalka.

Steam Crane Crown Plate

This is the crown plate of 10 tonne
1913 to 1976 steam crane collected from the
Diesel shed Kalka. This crown plate was fitted on the steam crane in
Accident Relief Train based at Kalka. The steam crane crown plate
showing the name of builders is hereby preserved & displayed. This was
used approx. from 1913 to 1976 on Kalka Shimla Railway Section.

Seals
1903 to 1976

16

Hand Painted Crockery
1920 to 2010

1

1. Flower vase
2. Sugar pot

3. Bone china Tea Kettle
4. Assorted bone china crockery

2

5. Egg stand(Bone china)

3

4

5

All from Crow Brough Rest House, Shimla
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Crockery
1920 to 2010

1. Bone china jugs
2. Rice plates

3. Serving bowls
4. Sugar pot

5. Milk pot(Bone china)
6. Tea kettle(Bone china)

1

7. Bowl set(Bone china)with 7 small bowls

2

4

3

5

7

6

All from Crow Brough Rest House, Shimla
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Brass and Copper Utensils

1

2

1903 to 1980

3

4

1. Brass Thali with Katori
2. Moradabadi Jug(Copper)
3. Glass Holder(used in officer’s saloons)
4. Seiving type Pudding maker
All from Carriage and Wagon depot , Kalka
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Electrical Appliances

The brass electric switch,
1913 to 1976 ceramic fuses are made in
Australia. These electrical equipments were used for
various electrical applications. The electrical fan
requires special mention as it was having the capability
to rotate at 360 degrees.

1

2

1. Electric Switch(Brass)
2. Electric Fan

Coal Box with chimta, Rod & Spade

The prototype of fire place is displayed in the most
1920 to 2004 authentic manner.Such type of fire places were
used to keep the rooms warm and cosy during winter season. Coal Box with chimta, rod and spade are
original equipments collected from Wood Bank rest house Shimla.

20

Railway Station, Shimla, 1956

Mashal pot

This is a cast iron pot in which cotton waste soaked with kerosene oil was lit. The litted mashal pot was being
1903 carried by 'Token Porter'.The token porter used to stand with litted mashal pot in one hand & token ring in
other hand to be delivered to the working driver of the train. As the forest animals are afraid of burning fire, it was also useful
for the safety of token porters in the isolated stations situated in the dense forests when there was no electric supply to enlighten
the station. This was used Approx. from 1903 to 1968 in Kalka Shimla Railway Section.

Hand Signal Lamp

Lantern

Oil Can

(1923)
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Easy(Relaxing) chairs

These chairs have been collected from Kumarhatti & Dharampur stations with stamp of NWR on their arms. These
1926 to 1988 were kept in the waiting room used for the rest purpose. The shape & profile of the chair is so much comfortable &
soothing to human body that a person can easily sleep over this chair. It is also called as Relaxing chairs. This was used Approx. from 1903 to 1988 in
Kalka Shimla Railway Section.

Wooden Furniture
1921 to 2010
Meticulously carved wooden
furniture collected from Wood
Bank and Crow Borough rest
house, Shimla. Seasoned,
Wallnut and Deodar wood was
used for carving this furniture.
23

Coat, hat & umbrella stand

The stand
1921 to 1995 was being
used for keeping the Coat, Umbrella & Walking
Sticks. . It has been collected from the main hall of
Wood Bank Rest House, Shimla. It is unique in
design itself. This was used approx. from 1921 to
1995.

Dressing Tables and Mirrors
1921 to 1995

Box for keeping unwashed clothes

This box was being used for
1921 to 1995 keeping unwashed clothes to be
sent to laundry for washing. It is having opening on top. It has been collected from
the Wood Bank Rest House, Shimla.This was used Approx. from 1921 to 1995.
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Arch Gallery Bridge no.-226,Built 1898

Mechanical Jacks

These Jacks are all
1903 to 1954 mechanical type operated
by a long bar used as lever.These were used to lift
the Coches, Wagons, Engines & Rail Motor Cars
etc.for carrying out heavy repairs or for breakdown
purpose. These are all screw type of North West
Railway period & these are still in working order.
This was used Approx. from 1903 to 1954 on this
Railway Section.
Mechanical Jack Screw
(U.K)
Capacity-10T

Mechanical Duff Norton
Capacity-05T

Screw Jack with Ratchet

Mechanical Jack Buda
(UK)
Capacity-25T

Hayer's Derail Equipment

This equipment was used for showing the occupancy of
1903 to 1989 a railway track. If it is covering the railway track already
occupied and any rolling stock tries to enter on the same track will derail. It shows the line was
protected. This was used approx. from 1903 to 1989 on Kalka Shimla Railway Section.
This little masterpiece is still in used at one of the yard in Shimla.
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Labels and Keys

Line Labels(Brass)-Property of on duty 'Station Master' where there were no
1905 to 1988 cabins for setting the routes, the routes were set by operating the hand levers near
the lines. The station master of every station used to have the double the numbers of line labels as the no.
of lines available in the station. Generally four labels were kept for Kalka Shimla Railway section, two for
up lines & two for down line. These were kept by station master in his safe custody while taking charge of
his duty from outgoing station master. These were exchanged with points man while ordering him for
setting route of particular line. As a confirmation Station Master hands over the line label to points man
who after setting the route hands over Iron line label of similar type to Station Master. The exchange of
this Station Master Line label (Brass) with Points man line label (Iron) is confirmation of proper setting of
route. Now a days pvt. nos. are exchanged in lieu of this & routes are set through cabin controlled levers.

Line Labels(Brass)

Line label(Iron/Ferrous)-Property of on duty Points man, these line labels were kept by the points man in
his safe custody. These were given in charge to incoming Points man on duty by outgoing points
man.These are generally four available over Kalka Shimla Railway two for UP line and two for Dn. Line.
The difference between Station Master & Point Station Master is that:
Line label(Iron/Ferrous)

Telegraph Peon Badges

(i)Station Master Line Label are made of Brass & big size.
(ii)Points man Line Label are made of iron & Station Master(all size).
This was used approx. from 1905 to 1988 in Kalka Shimla Railway Section.

Line Keys
27

Reflection mirror

This mirror was being used Approx. from 1903 to 1968 by Engg. Deptt for repairing the longer tunnels over Kalka Shimla
1903 to 1968 Railway section in which there remains pitch dark even during day. The reflection of sun rays is also used as a source of light
to see any obstruction on Railway track as well as on curved portion of side walls from inside and roof top in the tunnel. Also whenever any repair is
to be carried out the focusing of sun rays is done by an expert gangman specially known as 'Mirror man'. Sunlight was used in scientific way to carry
out the repairs. It was kept on the end of tunnel at a suitable place earmarked for showing mirror. The mirror was hinged in an iron stand on its sides
which can tilt at any desirable angle to focus light at desired place in the tunnel. The best suitable results are available on sunny days. The quality of
mirror polishing can be best adjudged from the polishing material used ever during those days. The chemical used as sliver polishing is having very
good shell life that it is still sustaining in very good condition. This is the original mirror of that time & preserved in good condition by Engg.
Department staff of Barog Station.
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Steam Loco Head Lights

These two head lights were preserved from
1927 to 1972 the old steam locos & were kept in Accident
Relief Train for illumination purpose. These lights work on 24 Volt DC and
were used approx. from 1927 to 1972. The reflecting & focusing arrangement
of lamp with special type of NICHROME filament produces very good
quality of light. Till flood lights came into existence, these steam loco head
light were used for illumination purpose from steam generator dynamos of old
steam locos like KC 520, still existing with same type of head lights.

Tilly lamp

This lamp was used by Engg. Department/gangmen for tunnel
1905 to 1996 repairs or track repairs when and where there was no electric
supply or generators available. Kerosene oil on white spirit was being used as
fuel.The light produced by burning silk filament (Mandrel) is reflected
through suitable bright polished convex surface. The illumination produced
by these tilly lamps is of very high intensity and is smoke free. This was used
approx. from 1905 to 1996.
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Medical and Surgical Equipments used in the health units of Kalka and Shimla of Railway
1960 onwards

Newly born weighing machine with bag

Eye surgery apparatus

Amputation surgical case

Surgeon instrument case

Surgical horse thread
30

Kalka Shimla Railway World Heritage Site

Hand made painting

Beautiful Painting by Philip Boileau of 1903, mismerising
1903 everyone as seems to be looking in the eyes of every onlooker,
irrespective of direction. This painting has been collected from Wood Bank Rest house Shimla.

Postal Stamp

Stamp released by Postal Department during centenary celebration of
2003 Kalka Shimla Railway.
32

Interior of Shivalik Palace(RA4)

Shivalik Palace(RA4),Inspection Carriage used for the inspection of Kalka Shimla section.
33

Guard Brake Van manufactured in the year 1934 by Moghalpura workshop, Lahore

Rock Statue of Baba Bhalku
Village Jhanza,Tehsil Kanda Ghat,District Solhan, Himachal Pradesh

35

Word of Thanks

Most fascinating story of Kalka-Shimla Heritage Rail section is none other than of Baba Bhalku. Baba Bhalku a local who believed to be
blessed with some supernatural engineering skills, helped the British engineers in laying down this track. Baba Bhalku Rail Museum is a befitting
tribute to him. It is said that even Mr.H.S. Herington, Agent & Chief Engineer of the Railway was in owe of Baba Bhalku's supernatural power.
Hope you will relish the information provided in the catalogue and the element of surprise will give you a company on the turn of every page.
However the suggestions for improvement are always welcome.

Sandeep Kulharia
Sr.DME/C&W/UMB
&
Heritage Officer, Ambala Division
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Collectors and Contributors
Rajesh Kumar(Chief office Supdt.)
Harjinder Singh(Sr. Section Engineer)
A.S. Negi(Sr. Section Engineer)
I.L. Negi(Sr. Section Engineer)
Hardev Singh(Sr. Section Engineer, Now AWM)

